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MULTI-GIGABIT SERIAL BACKPUNE TRANSCEIVER

PMC Sierra
The QuadPHY 6G from PMC Sierra is a multi-gigabit serial backplane transceiver compliant with the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) Common Electrical I 1 0 (CEI) 6 + Long Reach specification. The device's low-power CMOS technology provides superior signal integrity to enable greater system reliability for high-speed backplanes in next-generation Ethernet switches, networked storage systems, performance computers, and service provider equipment. PMC Sierra's QuadPHY 6 G evaluation platform enables networking equipment manufacturers to develop and test next-generation hackplane designs, thereby ?educing OEM system development time and cost.
CEI 6 f defines the requirements for driving gigabit-serial signals across a backplane at extended distances and at higher data rates. The OIF, recognizing the market acceptance of the High Speed Backplane Initiative (HSBI) mission to support legacy backplanes, realized that specifications for 6 f Ghls electrical signaling were necessary. PMC Sierra's QuadPHY 6 G enables customers t o upgrade their current backplanes to support higher data rates while maintaining backward compatibility with installed line cards. PMC Sierra's CMOS S E R D E S products are designed to meet or exceed networking reliability standards by achieving market leading signal integrity over an industry standard interface.
The QuadPHY 6 G multiplexes and demultiplexes eight 3.125 Gbis serial links into four 6.25 Gbis seria1,links. To achieve system reliability at these speeds requires a design focused on bit error rate performance. Utilizing an innovative adaptive decision feedback equalization ( D F E ) design ensures robust serial link operation designed for a hit error rate as low as 10E-18. 
GAAS HBT POWER, AMPLIFIER
NECICalifornia Eastern Labs
NEC's new G a A s H B T P A (power amplifier) is housed in a miniature 10-pin plastic 2.4.x 2.55 m m package t h a t f e a t u r e s a low 0.6 mm (max) profile. With 23 dBm output power it meets the demands of Class 1 Bluetooth applications. Also, its 2.4 to 2.5 G H z o p e r a t i o n m e a n s it c a n also serve as a driver amplifier in WLAN and ISM band systems. Key specifications include: operating frequency -2.4 to 2.5 GHz; single supply voltage -3 . 3 . V typ; o u t p u t power ? 2 3 dBm typ; power gain -23 dR typ; effi- 
L A S E R M O D ' S NEW VCSEL CAPABILITIES AND SELF-HEATING SIMULATION
RSoft Design Group RSoft Design Group, Inc. has announced the release of LaserMOD 2.0, a new version that now has design and simulation capabilities for vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) and incorporates a self-heating model. LaserMOD is an advanced simulation tool for active semiconductor devices, which combines a versatile, user-friendly, and easy to learn CUI with a powerful and robust simulation engine that determines the self-consistent solution of electro-thermal transport and optical field dynamics. VCSELs have proven t o be a cost efficient alternative to edge-emitting lasers, offering improved properties with respect to mode selectivity, fiber coupling, threshold currents, and integration into 2D arrays or with other electronic devices. State-of-the-art simulation tools are essential for modeling the subtle interactions between the physical processes that occur in these advanced laser structures. LaserMOD 2.0 provides comprehensive simulation capabilities for VCSEL. The userfriendly CAD interface provides a new distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) element to conveniently and intuitively lay out VCSEL structures. A set of new simulation features has been added to meet the VCSEL simulation requirement. LaserMOD can perform full 3D VCSEL simulations quickly by taking advantage of the cylindrical symmetry of the device.
Several advanced models are available in this new release, including selfheating, which can significantly affect VCSEL performance under CW operation. This feature treats the lattice heat flow equation self-consistently to determine the temperature distribution within t h e device resulting from heat sources such as Joule, recombination, Peltier, and Thomson heat. Quantum correction models for carrier transport across hetero-interfaces, such as tunneling and harrier lowering, have also been added. These in particular are critical in VCSEL simulations to accurately predict the affect of the DBRs on electronic performance.
www.rsoftdesign.com T h e AG103 is a general-purpose gain block that offers good dynamic rangc and low noise figure in a low-cost surface-mount package. The combination of high OIP3 and a tight gain variation window makes it attractive for a multitude of applications. The device combines dependable performance with high quality to maintain MTTF values exceeding 1000 ycars at mounting temperatures of + 8 5 T and is housed in a SOT-89 industry-standard SMT package. Internal matching provides a SO C2 inputloutput impedance minimizing the number of required external components.
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MULTIRATE LASER DRIVER WITH EXTINCTION RATIO CONTROL
Maxim
The MAX3738 from Maxim Integrated Products is a multirate laser driver that features extinction ratio control (ERC) to help reduce manufacturing costs. The MAX3738 operates from 1 Gbls to 2.7 Gbls and can be AC-or DC-coupled to the laser diode for use in OC-48, Gigabit Ethernet, and Fibre Channel long-reach transceiver modules. When combined with the MAX3748A limiting amplifier and the MAX3744 transimpendance amplifier, the MAX3738 forms a low-cost chipset for multirate optical transceivers.
The MAX3738 includes automatic power control (APC), modulation comOigitar Voice Systems Vocoder
